
Buy Wholesale Tin
Containers With a
Trusted Supplier

https://tinco.com.au/

Emma Bridgewater Rose and Pink
Toast Small Canape Tin Tray

Sara Miller Artisanne Noir
Biscuit Tin

Sara Miller Artisanne
Noir Biscuit Barrel Tin

https://tinco.com.au/


Who We Are? 

Welcome to our presentation on Tinco, the go-to brand for all
your tin wholesale container needs! Our company has been
providing high-quality and durable tin containers for over a
decade. Today, we will discuss how Tinco stands out in the
market and why we should be your top choice for tin wholesale
containers.

About Tinco

Founded in 2010, Tinco has become a trusted name in the
packaging industry.
We offer a wide range of tin containers in various shapes and
sizes to meet your specific needs.
Our containers are made from food-grade materials, making
them safe for storing food items.

Why Choose Tinco?

Superior Quality: Our containers are made with high-quality
materials that ensure durability and long-lasting usage.
Versatile Options: From round tins to square tins, we have a
variety of options to choose from. You can also customise
the design and size according to your requirements.
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Cost-effective: At Tinco, we offer competitive prices
without compromising on quality. This makes us a cost-
effective option for all your packaging needs.

Key Features

Airtight Seal: Our tins come with a tight-fitting lid that
creates an airtight seal, keeping your products fresh and
free from moisture.
Reusability: Our tins are not only suitable for one-time
use but can also be reused multiple times without any
damage or wear and tear.
Eco-friendly: We believe in sustainability and our tins
are 100% recyclable, making them an eco-friendly
choice.

Customisation Options

Personalised Designs: At Tinco, we understand the
importance of branding. That's why we offer customised
designs that help you stand out on the shelves.
Logo Printing: Make your brand logo stand out by
getting it printed on the tin containers.
Labeling: We also provide labeling services to add
important product information and instructions.



WHY
CHOOSE US

Tinco is a leading supplier of premium tin boxes in
Australia at wholesale prices. We provide stylish,
durable, and premium tin boxes to meet your
promotional and packaging requirements. From
decorative tins for gifting and kitchen storage to plain tin
boxes for packaging for small and medium-sized
businesses as well as corporates, we provide superior
quality products at competitive prices.

We supply unique tin boxes for various industries. With our
carefully customised tins, we help businesses increase the
value of their brand. We stock a vast range of plain matte
black, matte silver and matte white tins ready to be
customised with your company’s labels. Our tin boxes are
one hundred percent recyclable, while keeping the
products fresh, intact, and safe from light. Our tins are ideal
for storing a wide range of items, including dry food, coffee,
tea, confectionery, spices, gifts, personal items, and more.

With our bespoke custom designs, we give you tins that
meet your specific style, colour, and finishing needs. We
ensure timely delivery of our tin products Australia-wide.
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STAY
CONNECTED

sales@tinco.com.au

   https://tinco.com.au/

20 Endeavour Way, Braeside, 
Victoria, 3195 , Australia
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